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A Fresh Perspective on the 21st Century Workforce
Renelle presents keynotes, breakout sessions, workshops, and day-long
training designed to transform companies and help participants get more
from their work. Her credibility is a product of more than 20 years of
experience consulting on organizational strategy. She relates her stories
and insights on the evolution of leadership and company culture, weaving
actionable lessons into every presentation.

MOST REQUESTED PRESENTATIONS
Change the Workplace, Change
the World: Leading with
Emotional Intelligence

Leading Self and
Others Through
Complex Change

The Evolution of the
Workplace: Creating A Culture
of Meaning & Purpose

Renelle reviews emotional
intelligence (EI), its importance
in work and life, and the business
case for EI as a threshold
competence. Discover how to
improve and maintain your own EI
so that you can inspire, motivate,
and connect with those around
you.

This workshop will empower
leaders at your organization take
on and manage complexity from
a place of radical collaboration
and shared purpose. Renelle
will provide tools to help you
understand yourself in times
of change and create effective
macro-level organizational change
strategies.

Renelle will bring you up to
speed on human development
paradigms, emotional intelligence,
conscious leadership, and “Teal”
(next-generation) organizational
models. You’ll gain ideas on how
to help your people bring their
whole selves to work and as a
result, improve your organization’s
performance.

Previous Audiences Include:

BOOK RENELLE FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
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WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING

InSight has continuously brought high
impact, creative and experiential programs
to our Leadership Summit where we gather
600 members of our senior leadership
annually. InSight is a partner with the
ability to bring us fresh ideas and thought
leadership aligned with our highest priority
leadership and culture development
strategies.

Renelle helped us get to the meat of
conversations much quicker. We have a
common language as an executive team,
as well as deeper trust and collaboration.
It really comes down to leaders being the
most whole, authentic people they can be.
Ross Brooks
Chief Executive Officer
Mountain Family Health Centers

Jeff Klem
Vice President of Talent Development
Vail Resorts

ABOUT INSIGHT COACHING & CONSULTING
InSight Coaching & Consulting was built on Renelle’s passion
for shaping the way corporate America and organizational
life impacts the world. Renelle and her partners combine
leadership work with organizational change to inspire
professionals to create positive impacts through their
careers and businesses.
Her approach is simple: Create meaning and purpose in
your work. Renelle is an executive coach and consultant who
applies inner purpose and conscious growth principles to
reconnect teams with missions and bring humanity back to
organizations
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